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Introduction to R

Purpose

The idea of this class is to present the basic commands and

concepts about the R language for genetic and bioinformatic

students



Introduction to R



Introduction to R

▪ Created by 

Did you know?

Ross Ihaka Robert Gentleman



Introduction to R

Ihaka, Ross, and Robert Gentleman. “R: A Language for Data 

Analysis and Graphics.” Journal of Computational and Graphical 
Statistics, vol. 5, no. 3, 1996, pp. 299–314.



Introduction to R

“R changed my opinion of humanity to some extent, to see how people 

are really willing to freely give of themselves and produce something 

larger than themselves without any thought of personal glory.” 

Ross Ihaka



Introduction to R

Learning - Patience!



Introduction to R

Learning - Patience!

Constant practice is essential to becoming proficient in any 

programming language



Introduction to R

Important Steps to Learn in R

▪ Basics of Language

▪ Data Structures in R

▪ Functions in R

▪ Packages in R

▪ Data Manipulation

▪ Data Visualization

▪ Practice and Learn with Projects

▪ Use the Learning Resources

▪ Join the Community



Introduction to R

Errors are common! Learn through experience!



Introduction to R

Why use R?

▪ Programming language

▪ Free software

▪ Open source

▪ Extensive

▪ Large community of users

▪ Large variety of “packages”

▪ Comprehensive environment

▪ Compatible with other Programming Languages

▪ Excellent for Statistical Analysis

▪ Modeling

▪ Data Manipulation

▪ Powerful Graphics

▪ Data Visualization



Introduction to R

The R Studio

▪ IDE: Integrated Development Environment

▪ Its interface has of the tools required to work with R in one place (console, source, 

plots, workspace, help, history, etc.)

▪ Free software



Introduction to R

The R Studio

RStudio is becoming Posit

After install R, I strongly

advise you to use RStudio

for your firsts R contact



Introduction to R

The R Studio



Installation

Install R



Installation

https://www.r-project.org

Install R



Installation

Install R



Installation

Install R



Installation

Install R



Installation

Install R



Installation

https://www.rstudio.com

Install R Studio



Installation

R Studio

Source

Console

Environment/
History

Files/Plots/Packages
/Help



Installation

R Studio: Console

▪ Looking at the console, you will see the > symbol. 

▪ This symbol indicates the line where you must enter the commands. Click 

this symbol to position the cursor on the command line and type your first 

command in R: 2 * 3 and enter



Installation

R Studio: Console

▪ Clear Console: To clear all messages and console output, you can use

keyboard shortcut "Ctrl + L"



Installation

R Studio: Source

▪ To run the script click on Source or ctrl + shift + enter.

▪ To run the command click on Run or ctrl + enter.



Getting Help with R

Help is available!

▪ The help( ) function or ? is used to access help information about functions,

packages, datasets, and other objects available in the R environment.

help(function_name)

# or

?function_name



Getting Help with R

Help is available!
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Getting Help with R

Help is available!

▪ The help.search(  ) function allows you to find information related to a specific 

topic, functions, packages or other keywords that you supply as arguments

help.search(“search word”)



Getting Help with R

Help is available!
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Help is available!
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Getting Help with R

Help is available!



Getting Help with R

Install package

▪ To install packages you can use the install.packages( ) function.

▪ This function allows you to install packages directly from the CRAN

(Comprehensive R Archive Network) package repository

install.packages(“name_of_package”)



Getting Help with R

Install package



Getting Help with R

Library function

▪ Remember that to use a package after installation you need to load it into your 

R session using the library(  ) function

#library(“name_of_package”)
#require(“name_of_package”)



Swirl package

Getting Help with R



Swirl package

Getting Help with R

#bye( ): to exit swirl



R Help on the Internet

https://search.r-project.org/

R Site Search

https://search.r-project.org/


R Help on the Internet

https://search.r-project.org/
R Site Search

https://search.r-project.org/


Rseek
http://www.rseek.org

R Help on the Internet

http://www.rseek.org/


Or just Google R!

R Help on the Internet



https://www.r-project.org/mail.html

Mailing Lists

R Help on the Internet

https://www.r-project.org/mail.html


Programming

#I can comment or annotate my scripts by writing after the # sign



Arithmetic Operators

R as calculator

Sum

Subtract

Divide

Multiplication

Exponential

Square Root

Log



Comparison operators

R as calculator

==: Equal to

!=: Not equal to

<: Less than

>: Greater than

<=: Less than or equal to

>=: Greater than or equal to



Comparison operators

R as calculator



Let´s Practice!

R as calculator

a <- 5

b <- 3

a == b

a != b

a < b

a > b

a <= b

a >= b



Parentheses are important!

R as calculator



Logical operators

Simple Functions

▪ Another important class is the logical whice can be TRUE or FALSE.

#Pay attention here, ‘==’ is different than ‘=’!



Logical operators

Simple Functions



Summary statistics

Summary statistics for your data

▪ You can compute summary statistics for your data using various built-in

functions.



Summary statistics

Summary statistics for your data

▪ Here are some commonly used functions to calculate summary statistics:

# Calculate the mean of a numeric vector

mean(numeric_vector)

# Calculate the median of a numeric vector

median(numeric_vector)

# Calculate the standard deviation of a numeric vector

sd(numeric_vector)

# Calculate the variance of a numeric vector

var(numeric_vector)



Summary statistics

Summary statistics for your data



Simple Functions

▪ There are a lot of functions in R. A function is represented by a name and 

can be used calling it names followed by arguments



Simple Functions

▪ The seq(  ) function is used to generate sequences of numbers in R



Simple Functions



Simple Functions

▪ Create a sequence of integers from 1 to 10:

▪ Create a sequence of integers from 0 to 20, in increments of 2:

▪ Create a descending sequence from 10 to 1:

Let´s Practice!



Simple Functions

x <- seq(1, 10)

▪ Create a sequence of integers from 1 to 10:

▪ Create a sequence of integers from 0 to 20, in increments of 2:

x <- seq(0, 20, by = 2)

▪ Create a descending sequence from 10 to 1:

x <- seq(10, 1, by = -1)

Let´s Practice!



Simple Functions

▪ The rep(  ) function in R is used to create arrays or sequences by repeating 

specified elements or values.



Simple Functions



Simple Functions

▪ Repeat value 3 five times:

▪ Repeat vector [1, 2, 3] twice:

Let´s Practice!



Simple Functions

x <- rep(3, times = 5)

▪ Repeat value 3 five times:

▪ # Repeat vector [1, 2, 3] twice:

y <- c(1, 2, 3)
z <- rep(y, times = 2)

Let´s Practice!



Programming

#Pay attention, R is case-sensitive (i.e. ‘X’ is different than ‘x’). 

When in doubt, write everything of your script in lower case!



R creating objects

▪ You can create objects to store data, calculation results, functions

x <- 10
name <- "João"

▪ Simple Attribution: Use the <- or = operator to assign a value to an object

▪ Vectors: Vectors are one-dimensional objects. You can create arrays using 

the c(  ) function

v <- c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

Matrix: Matrixs are two-dimensional objects. You can create matrices using the 

matrix() function.



R creating objects

x <- 10
name <- "João"

▪ Simple Attribution: Use the <- or = operator to assign a value to an object

▪ Vectors: Vectors are one-dimensional objects. You can create vectors using 

the c(  ) function

v <- c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

Matrix: Matrix are two-dimensional objects. You can create matrices using the 

matrix() function.

matriz <- matrix(1:9, nrow = 3, ncol = 3)



R creating objects

▪ To create a object use the following syntax

Your object name ‘x’ followed by ‘=’ and then your variable

In some script you will see this ‘<-‘ symbol



R creating objects

▪ You can also have a character object (which can not be used in math

operations)

To see which type your object is



Vectors

R Data Types

▪ In R, an vector is a fundamental data structure that stores an ordered

sequence of elements of the same type

▪ Elements can be numbers, characters (strings), logical values (Boolean) or

factors

▪ You can create vectors to store a sequence of values using the c( ) function

("combine" or "concatenate")



Vectors

R Data Types

▪ Numerical Vector

x<- c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

▪ Character Vector (Strings)

y<- c(“apple", "banana", “orange", “grape")

▪ Logical Vector (Boolean)

z<- c(TRUE, FALSE, TRUE, FALSE)



Vectors

R Data Types

▪ Vector with Numeric Sequence

x<- seq(1, 10)

▪ Repeating Vector

x<- rep(0, times = 5)

▪ Vector with Randomly Generated Values

x<- runif(5)



R Data Types

▪ Single Element Vector



R Data Types

Vector Manipulation

▪ Vector addition

▪ Vector subtraction

▪ Vector multiplication

▪ Vector division



R Data Types

▪ Math on vectors



R Data Types

▪ Vector Element Sorting (Ordination)

▪ Sort the elements of the vector

▪ Sort character vectors



R Data Types

▪ Naming vectors



R Data Types

▪ Example:

The above line will create: the ‘x’ vector with 6 numeric objects, and the ‘y’ vector with 6 

character objects. To visualize this information you can use the str(  ) function

This function is really powerful when working with big data, keep it in mind, it gives you 

all the structure of the object



R Data Types

▪ Notice that you replace the old x object by this new one. Be careful when naming your 

objects! With vector, you can make more complex calculus



Exercises

▪ The runif(  ) function in R is used to generate random numbers from a 

continuous uniform distribution

▪ runif(n, min = 0, max = 1)

▪ Let´s Practice! 

1. Create ten random numbers between 0 and 1

a) Calculate the sum of these values

b) Calculate the mean of these values

c) Calculate the variance of these values

d) Check which of the ten values are less than 0.05

e) Check which are greater than or equal to 0.5



Exercises

2. a) Creates a vector from 1 to 10 by 0.1 of interval

b) Sample from this vector 4 numbers.

▪ Let´s Practice! 



Exercises

1. a) Calculate the sum of these values

b) Calculate the mean of these values

c) Calculate the variance of these values



Exercises

d) Check which values are less than 0.05

e) Check which values  are greater than or equal to 0.5



Exercises

2. a) Creates a vector from 1 to 10 by 0.1 of interval:

b) Sample from this vector 4 numbers:



R Data Types

Matrices

▪ You can create matrices using the matrix( ) function.

▪ Matrices are two-dimensional structures consisting of rows and columns

of elements

matrix(data, nrow, ncol, byrow = FALSE)



R Data Types

Matrices

▪ The basic syntax for creating a matrix in R is

▪ data is the input vector which becomes the data elements of the matrix

▪ nrow is the number of rows to be created

▪ ncol is the number of columns to be created

▪ byrow is a logical clue. If TRUE then the input vector elements are arranged by row

matrix(data, nrow, ncol, byrow = FALSE)



R Data Types

Matrices

▪ Create a 2x3 matrix from a vector

x<- c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

y<- matrix(x, nrow = 2, ncol = 3)



R Data Types

Matrices

or



R Data Types

Matrices

▪ Elements are arranged sequentially by row

▪ Elements are arranged sequentially by column



R Data Types

Matrices

▪ Define the column and row names



R Data Types

Matrices

▪ Accessing Elements of a Matrix

▪ Access the element at 3rd column and 1st row

▪ Access only the 3rd column

▪ Access only the  2nd row



R Data Types

Mathematical Operations with Matrices

▪ You can perform various mathematical operations with matrices



R Data Types

▪ Create two 2x3 matrices

▪ Add the matrices ▪ Subtract the matrices

Mathematical Operations with Matrices



R Data Types

▪ Create two 2x3 matrices

# Multiply the matrices # Divide the matrices

Mathematical Operations with Matrices



R Data Types

▪ Transposed Matrix

Matrix Algebra

y <- t(matrix1)



R Data Types

▪ Matrix Determinant

y <- det(matrix1)

Matrix Algebra



R Data Types

x<- solve(matrix1)

▪ Inverse of matrix

Matrix Algebra



Exercises

▪ Let´s Practice!

Next, do the following:

a) Create matrices M and N in R

b) Get the transpose of M and N

c) Add M and N

d) Subtract N from M



Exercises

a) Create matrices M and N in R

#rbind: Combine vectors as rows in a matrix

#cbind: Combine vectors as columns in a matrix



Exercises

b) Get the transpose of M and N



Exercises

c) Add M and N:

d) Subtract N from M:



R Data Types

Data frame

▪ We can combine vectors of same lenght in a data frame, to combine x, y,

and z vectors

▪ To tabular data, where each column can contain data of different types

▪ Data frames are one of the most common data structures used for data

manipulation and analysis in R

df<- data.frame(coluna1, coluna2, ...)



R Data Types

Data frame

▪ Criar um data frame com três colunas

name<- c("Ana", "João", "Maria")

age <- c(25, 30, 28)

score <- c(85, 90, 88)

df<- data.frame(name, age, score)



R Data Types

Data frame



Graphic Plotting

▪ There are several types of graphics in R

▪ I will present some of the most used ones



Graphic Plotting

Scatter plots

▪ A scatter plot is a type of graph used in statistics and data visualization to

display the relationship between two quantitative variables

▪ The simple scatter plot is created using the plot(  ) function



Graphic Plotting

Scatter plots

▪ x, y: the data vectors for the independent (x-axis) and dependent (y-axis) variables

▪ main: title of the graph

▪ xlab: the label (name) in the horizontal axis

▪ ylab: the label (name) in the vertical axis

▪ col: the color of the points on the scatter plot

▪ pch: the type of point used to represent each point

plot(x, y, main, xlab, ylab, col, pch)



Graphic Plotting

Scatter plots
x <- c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

y <- c(3, 5, 7, 8, 10)

# Create the scatter plot

plot(x, y, main = “Maize summer", xlab = “yield", ylab = “years”, col = "blue", pch = 19)



Graphic Plotting

Scatter plots



Graphic Plotting

Histograms

▪ A histogram is a graphical representation of the distribution of a numerical

variable

▪ R creates histogram using hist( ) function



Graphic Plotting

Histograms

data_vector: the data vector you want to represent in the histogram

breaks: defines how intervals should be defined

main: the title of the histogram

xlab and ylab: the x and y axis labels

col: the color of the histogram bars (by default they are black).

hist(data_vector, breaks, main, xlab, ylab, col)



Graphic Plotting

Histograms



Graphic Plotting

Boxplots

▪ The boxplot, also known as a box plot, is a graphical tool used to

visualize the distribution of a data set and identify the presence of

outliers

▪ R creates boxplots using boxplot( ) function



Graphic Plotting

Boxplots

boxplot(data_vector, main, xlab, ylab, col)

data_vector: the data vector you want to represent in the boxplot

main: the title of the boxplot

xlab and ylab: the x and y axis labels

col: the color of the boxplot boxes 



Graphic Plotting

Boxplots



Graphic Plotting

Barplot

▪ Barplot is a graphical representation used to display categorical data or

counts in specific categories

▪ R creates bar chats using barplot(  ) function 



Graphic Plotting

Barplot

▪ H is a vector or matrix containing numeric values used in bar chart

▪ main is the title of the bar plot

▪ xlab is the label for x axis

▪ ylab is the label for y axis

▪ names.arg is a vector of names appearing under each bar;

▪ col is used to give colors to the bars in the graph

barplot(H, main, xlab, ylab, names.arg, col)



Graphic Plotting

Barplot



Graphic Plotting

HeatMaps

▪ Heat maps are an effective way to visualize numerical data in a matrix

where colors represent values

▪ R creates using heatmap(  ) function 



Graphic Plotting

HeatMaps



Working Directory

▪ The working directory is the default location where R will look for files

you want to load and where it will put any files you save.

▪ The getwd(  ) function is used to get the current working directory of the 

environment

Working Directory

current_directory <- getwd()



Working Directory

▪ The setwd(  ) function in R is used to set the current Working Directory to 

the specified directory

setwd(dir)



Importing data into R



File Formatting

▪ R is capable of reading text files in a variety of formats

data <- read.csv("data.csv")

head(data)

▪ To import data into R, you can use several functions, depending on the file 

format you want to import



Importing data into R

▪ To read a table in R, you can use the read.table(  ) function

▪ read.table(  ) function reads a file into data frame in table format



Importing data into R

read.table(file, header = FALSE, sep = "", quote = "\"'", dec = ".", ...)

▪ file: the name of the text file to be read

▪ header: a logical value indicating whether the file has a header row

▪ sep: the separator used to delimit the fields in the file

▪ quote: the character used to quote fields containing the separator

▪ dec: the character used to represent the decimal point in numbers



Importing data into R

data <- read.table("data.txt", header = TRUE, sep = "\t")

#Shows the first rows of data

head(data)



Exporting data from R 

▪ You can use the write.table(  ) function in R to export a data frame 



Exporting data from R



Review your data well before starting your analysis!

Introduction to R
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